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Pyramid Logistics Provides Transportation Services
for Sony Pictures

With 23 years of experience in Studio Transportation, Pyramid Logistics helped Sony Pictures with 
the transportation, storage, and maintenance of two prop vehicles headed to a film site across the 
United States.

Sony Pictures is an American entertainment company that produces entertainment through multiple 
platforms, such as: motion pictures, television programs, and recorded videos. They needed help 
transporting prop vehicles for their 2012 reboot film Total Recall, and Pyramid Logistics safely and 
e�iciently handled the transportation solutions.

The vehicles were transported from Southern California to New Orleans, Louisiana. Pyramid Logistics 
had the responsibility of overseeing the safety of the vehicles for a week during the filming, and 
o�ered custom packing during travel, as the vehicles were atop a rolling chassis for loading and 
unloading.

Pyramid Logistics’ skilled driver repaired and maintained the vehicles as needed at film sites with the 
additional car captain service. The prop vehicles had a delicate series of lights that were required to 
be in working condition during the filming. 

Each morning the Pyramid Logistics team prepared the vehicles for filming and moved them to 
di�erent locations during the day. At night the vehicles were loaded back into the freight trailer for 
secure storage, and to facilitate Sony Pictures’ shooting schedule.
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These valuable studio assets required special care, including delivery, loading and unloading, stor-
age solutions, and car captain service. Given Pyramid Logistics’ 23 years of experience, Sony Pictures 
understood that their cargo would be delivered and handled with the utmost care.

As Sony Pictures requires transportation for studio sets, props, and automobiles, Pyramid Logistics 
remains their go-to partner to store, transport, and deliver studio assets. The partnership has helped 
Sony Pictures create films for the masses to enjoy.

At Pyramid, we handle studio transportation with special attention to ensure that your valu-
able assets arrive at their destination safely and on time. Trust our fleet to transport studio 

sets, props, and automobiles with care and protection.


